Secure Archiving with CAS
Trusted. Proven. Secure.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
§ Securely manage the entire lifecycle of
corporate data
§ Leverage industry-leading encryption
for data while at rest or in transit
§ Avoid social engineering hacks
§ Monitor for security threats with
automated intrusion detection options
§ Augment and overlay CAS with your
own best-in-class security
§ Audit all actions and data with detailed
reports and logging
§ Implement additional security measures
with CAS Encrypted Data Store
§ Enhance data loss prevention with builtin data governance capabilities
§ Reduce corporate risk with industry
security standards and frameworks
§ Trusted by millions of users

SECURE SOFTWARE
Many archive solutions are “cloudonly”. Unlike those black-box
solutions, CAS is configurable
software providing you direct control
over its management and security.
As licensed software, CAS provides
greater flexibility and security than
any other solution on the market
today.
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SECURE

Nearly 1 million new malware threats are released every day, 1
and online intellectual property theft is “the greatest transfer of
wealth in history,” according to former NSA Director General
Keith Alexander. The FBI asserts corporate espionage cases in
the US rose 53% during 2015. Every organization is at risk of
being targeted.

CAS – Secure by Design
With built-in defenses, including sophisticated encryption-atrest and in transit, Capax Archive Solutions™ (CAS) is
rigorously tested and hardened from external vectors and
security threats. And organizations can fully integrate and
layer on their own security technologies and protocols.
While many of the leading archiving solutions are only
available “in the cloud”, CAS is software you can install on
premise with direct control over security.
With CAS,
organizations can fully integrate their own security
technologies and protocols, unlike third party cloud solutions
which are limited to their own proprietary systems. No other
archiving solution provides this level of flexibility to fulfill any
number of security requirements, including standards such as
FIPS 140-2, COBIT, ISO/IEC 27001/27002:2013, ISO/IEC
27018:2014, CJIS, FDA 21 CFR Part 11, FERPA, FISMA,
SOC 1/SSAE 16/ISAE 3402 and SOC 2, and many others.
INDUSTRY STANDARD ENCRYPTION
CAS uses 256-bit AES encryption at
rest. CAS user authentication is via 256bit SSL encryption. Data is encrypted
using forced 2048-bit SSL and TLS.
AUTOMATED INTRUSION DETECTION
With an advanced security module, CAS learns normal and
abnormal behaviors and workloads, building baseline trends to
identify unusual activities and threats. By leveraging
sophisticated machine learning, this automated analysis
provides a strong defense against internal and external cyber
attacks.

Secure Archiving with CAS
FLEXIBLE SECURITY DESIGN
CAS provides the flexibility of being installed on premise or
any cloud environment of choice, where direct control over its
security is possible. Organizations can fully integrate and layer
on their own security technologies and protocols, a feature not
available with proprietary cloud solutions. No other archiving
solution provides this level of flexibility to fulfill any number of
security requirements,

ABOUT CAPAX DISCOVERY
Capax Discovery helps its customers
reduce information governance costs
and risks while maximizing data
value. Capax is the industry leader in
providing archiving, information
management, discovery, and
compliance solutions for litigation and
regulatory requirements. We have
partnered with HP and Microsoft for
over a decade to create marquee
archiving solutions, compatible with
hundreds of different technologies. As
the most trusted and secure archiving
solution on the market, CAS is
backed by our world-class services
and technical support, as well as our
expertise in migration, consulting, and
managed services. Proven software
and services you can trust.

LETS TALK
Contact us today to discover how
Capax and CAS will solve your
information governance challenges.

888-682-8900
info@capaxdiscovery.com

AVOID SOCIAL ENGINEERED THREATS
One of the largest threats organizations face
today are socially engineered hacks where
corporate data is exposed via inattentive
cloud vendor employees. With CAS, you
are in control of how your archive is
managed and you control which employees
or vendors can access your system
DATA LOSS PREVENTION
Managed data is secure data—CAS
provides sophisticated oversight for data that
otherwise would be unmanaged. As an
important component in your organization’s
data loss prevention (DLP) strategy, CAS
delivers control and management capabilities
over your data.

About CAS
CAS is an enterprise-grade, scalable and comprehensive archive
software solution, bringing order to information chaos by putting
you in control of your data.
CAS delivers industry-leading information governance for the
entire enterprise. Data from across an organization can be rapidly
searched, preserved, and managed through its entire lifecycle via
connectors with dozens of enterprise technologies.
And CAS takes archiving further by combining the power of a
sophisticated granular disposition policy engine with flexible
storage management, including innovative modules for electronic
discovery, compliance, dark data analysis, and audio-video.
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